Chelsio Cards and Cable Compatibility Guide: T4 Unified Wire Adapters

T420-SO-CR
T420-CR
T420-LL-CR
T422-CR
T440-CR

T4 Unified Wire Adapters

TAPCABLE1M, TAPCABLE3M, TAPCABLE5M
Twinax passive SFP+ cable for 1, 3, and 5 meters

NOTE: T4 Adapters support ISO/IEC 11801 OM1 (33m), OM2 (82m), OM3 (300m) and OM4 (400m) MMF fiber types for 10GBASE-SR

SM10G-SR and SM10G-LR
Optical Transceivers

SRCABLE3M Or LRCABLE3M
Short Reach and Long Reach 3 meter Multimode Fiber

NOTE: The cables shown here are offered for sale by Chelsio Communications – these are NOT the only cable types or cable lengths that work with Chelsio products
Chelsio Cards and Cable Compatibility Guide: T3 Unified Wire Adapters

T3 Adapters support ISO/IEC 11801 OM1 (33m), OM2 (82m), OM3 (300m) and OM4 (400m) MMF fiber types for 10GBASE-SR

NOTE: The cables shown here are offered for sale by Chelsio Communications – these are NOT the only cable types or cable lengths that work with Chelsio products
Chelsio Cards and Cable Compatibility Guide:
T420-CX: 10Gb Ethernet Adapter with CX4 connector

Use 3m or 15m passive copper cables

NOTE: The cables shown here are offered for sale by Chelsio Communications – these are NOT the only cable types or cable lengths that work with Chelsio products.
Chelsio Cards and Cable Compatibility Guide:
T440-LP-CR: 10Gb Ethernet Adapter with QSFP+ Port

T440-LP-CR 10GbE Adapter

SM40G-SR
40G QSFP Optical Module

OCTTAPCABLE3M

OR

OCTCABLE5M-SR

NOTE: The cables shown here are offered for sale by Chelsio Communications – these are NOT the only cable types or cable lengths that work with Chelsio products.
Chelsio Cards and Cable Compatibility Guide: Specialty 10Gb Ethernet Adapters

B420-SR 10GbE Bypass Adapter

T404-BT 4-port 1GbE Adapter

B404-BT 4-port 1GbE Bypass Adapter

RJ-45 Copper Cable for 1G Connectivity

SM10G-SR Or SM10G-LR Optical Transceivers

SRCABLE3M Or LRCABLE3M Short Reach and Long Reach Multimode Fiber

NOTE: The cables shown here are offered for sale by Chelsio Communications – these are NOT the only cable types or cable lengths that work with Chelsio products.
Chelsio Unified Storage Router and Cable Compatibility Guide: USR-1100: 10Gb Ethernet Storage Appliance with external SAS

NOTE: The cables shown here are offered for sale by Chelsio Communications – these are NOT the only cable types or cable lengths that work with Chelsio products.